
Reception 
Please tell us how this session could be improved or altered. Or is there an additional session we 
could offer you around a specific element?  

The session was perfect and it would be great to get a chance to get into … classroom as well as …. 
Thanks a lot. 

Overall a great opportunity. Any additional sessions would be lovely. 

 

Would love to have a small fact sheet or a print out of changed to teaching plan. 

Spending time in the classroom was lovely so more of that. I think the idea of video comms is really 
valuable as parents find taking 2 hours at a challenge. 

N/A this session offered everything I needed. 

 

You can’t improve perfection. Thank you to your school for my son …  development, educationally 
and as a wonderful human. 

Not at the moment, I have learned and had the opportunity to ask questions so happy at the 
moment. 

I can’t think at the moment! It’s been nice to all in and see the school and how they work. 

The session was context specific regarding Ofsted, so that was appropriate. In future, perhaps 
something more subject specific, i.e computing, PE etc. 

Additional sessions explaining more about year groups as our children move up through the school. 

Hearing from pupils, have them show us around/tour the school. 

I thought to structure and content was good. Nothing else needed. 

It would be nice to see a lesson in operation outside, during part of the P.E. class. 

Although the session was great, 2 hours is tricky in terms of time off work/childcare for younger 
children, maybe offer some shorter sessions. 

Was very high level so would only need it once. Possibly specifics of year ahead if doing these 
sessions more than once. 

I was happy with today’s session. In general, I feel this/similar would be beneficial regular for school 
updates. 

I don’t think this session needs to be changed at present. Moving forward the Ofsted parts will not 
be needed, but the split class and curriculum information is essential for new year 1 parents. 

In email notices and plans are it would be useful to have them noted which year applies (nursery to 
year 6) it can be a bit different to know what activities apply to which children when you have 
multiple. 
Can important things be added to seesaw app? PE kit days, special lunches, parents evening, trips 
etc. 

Would have liked more info on the splits earlier in the year to help increase parent understanding. 

Cannot think of any things that could be altered as it was very informative and well planned.  

Maybe I would have appreciated more insight on how classes work, like criteria used for grouping 
kids when doing activity. 

 


